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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to issue 28 of 4walls magazine. In
this issue, we are leading with one of the UK’s
most collectable artists, Leigh Lambert. With
artwork that consistently sells out in record
time, it was only right he held our cover this
issue! On pages 4 and 5 we take a look into
his life, talents and upcoming projects.
We also introduce you to three brand new
beautiful mouldings each with their own style
and character on pages 8 and 9. We have a
major feature on the Fine Art Trade Guild’s
first Round Table discussion, which was
sponsored by Arqadia, with guests from a
variety of framing businesses in attendance.

Andy at the Wensleydale Galleries tells us
about a recent customer request that was
far from the ordinary on page 10. While our
regular columnist, Jared Davis, gives us his
tips on selling premium glazing on page 20
and 21. Looking to our experts, we focus in
on GDPR and Mal Reynolds explains how to
frame an embroidery.
We hope you enjoy the issue and, as ever,
we’d love to get your thoughts, so do get in
touch by phone, on email, or connect with
us via our social media channels.

[SWEETSHOP]
Leigh Lambert

Pauline

Pauline Hutchinson, Editor
pauline.hutchinson@arqadia.co.uk
4walls by Arqadia
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D I A RY D AT E S

MEET ARQADIA’S
NEW SALES DIRECTOR
– JAMES BURSTON
Arqadia is pleased to announce
that James Burston has joined
the company as sales director,
taking over the position from
Steve Burke who has moved to
an international role within the
organisation.
James started his new role on Monday,
9th April and his responsibilities will
cover Arqadia’s UK and Ireland
operations, working with regional sales
directors Simon Flavill and Graham
Miller and the rest of the sales team, to
define and drive the sales strategy.
He has spent most of his career in the
drinks industry, where he has amassed
a wealth of sales experience, and is
looking forward to the new challenges
that this sector offers. On taking up
his new position, James said: “It is
great to be joining a company with
such an impressive track record and
reputation in the industry. Arqadia is
constantly coming up with innovative
ways to stay ahead and has a number
of exciting developments in the
pipeline. I am thrilled to be joining the
team at such an exciting time.”
As James settles into his new role,
Steve will be focusing his efforts on
capturing, developing and evolving
the numerous opportunities that
come from Arqadia’s operations
around the world. He will, however,
remain heavily involved in the
development of Arqadia and over
the next few months Steve and
James will work closely together to
ensure a smooth hand-over of the
sales operation.
James lives in the West Country
between Bath and Bristol with
his wife Nicky, daughter Ellie and
Labrador Fizzy. When he can spare
the time, he likes to escape with his
family to his holiday cottage in the
Languedoc region of France.

A L L TO O H U M A N : B ACO N ,
F R E U D A N D A C E N T U RY
O F PA I N T I N G L I F E
TAT E B R I TA I N

A N OT H E R K I N D O F L I F E :
P H OTO G R A P H Y O N T H E
MARGINS
B A R B I C A N A RT G A L L ERY

UNTIL 27 AUGUST

UNTIL 27 MAY

This exhibition is a celebration of figurative
painting from the last 100 years and the
artists driven to capture human life on
canvas. As well as rarely seen works by
Freud and Bacon, lesser known figurative
artists from the same era are featured such
as Frank Auerbach and Paula Rego.

Touching on countercultures and
subcultures, this exhibition examines how
photographers have captured the lives of
people existing on the fringes of society
since the 1950s.

£19.50

A RT I S T RO O M S :
DIANE ARBUS
B U RTO N A RT G A L L E RY
AND MUSEUM
UNTIL 11 JUNE
Drawn from the Artist Rooms collection,
this exhibition demonstrates photographer
Diane Arbus’s fearless approach to her
medium. One of the most influential
photographers of the 20th century, Arbus
is best known for her black and white
portraits of singular people. She refused
to take pictures of her subjects in ways
that people wanted to see them, and her
photography reveals the complexities of
human nature and relationships.
Free

M A D E I N N O RT H KO R E A :
E V E RY DAY G R A P H I C S
F RO M T H E D P R K
H O U S E O F I L LU S T R AT I O N ,
LO N D O N
UNTIL 13 MAY
The UK’s first ever exhibition of graphic
design from North Korea. It gives a rare,
comprehensive glimpse into the communist
republic. Common objects like posters,
sweet wrappers and stamps will provide an
extraordinary insight into the day-to-day
lives of North Koreans and showcase a
graphic style unique to the insular society.
£8.25

PAT R I C K H E RO N
TAT E S T I V E S
UNTIL SEPTEMBER
Celebrate one of Britain’s most acclaimed
artists in this major retrospective of his work.
The exhibition will stretch from Heron’s
early work in the 1940s to his death at
the very end of the 20th century, showing
the full evolution of his vibrant abstract
paintings.
£10.50

Over 300 works illustrate how
photographers have long been fascinated
by people at odds with the mainstream,
documenting a diverse range of outsiders.
£13.50

C H I N A’ S F I R S T E M P E RO R
A N D T H E T E R R ACOT TA
WA R R I O R S
WO R L D M U S E U M
UNTIL 28 OCTOBER
Explore 1,000 years of Chinese history
through objects and artefacts relating to
one of the world’s greatest archaeological
discoveries. This exhibition traces Qin Shi
Huang’s rise to power and explores his quest
for immortality, revealing the social, political
and cultural transformations that, along
with his terracotta army, remain enduring
symbols of the First Emperor’s legacy.
£14.50

A N T H O N Y M CC A L L :
S O L I D L I G H T WO R K S
T H E H E P WO RT H
WA K E F I E L D
UNTIL 3 JUNE
This is the first major UK exhibition of
Anthony McCall’s work in over 10 years,
including the UK premiere of three new
installations. Best known for his large-scale,
immersive light installations, McCall’s new
‘solid light’ works use only projected light
and thin mist to create the appearance of
sculptural forms in space.
Free

A N E W E R A : S COT T I S H
M O D E R N A RT 19 0 0 -195 0
S COT T I S H N AT I O N A L
G A L L E RY O F M O D E R N A RT
UNTIL 10 JUNE
This major exhibition considers how
Scottish artists absorbed and responded
to the development of modern art in the
first half of the 20th century. From Fauvism
to Abstraction, Cubism to Surrealism, the
response of Scottish artists to some of the
most significant movements in European
modern art is the subject of this significant
show comprising work by more than 50 artists.
£10.00
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TH E LEI GH LAMBERT
S TORY: A ST UNN I NG AND
N O S TA LG I C C E L E B R AT I ON
O F T RAD I T I ONAL VALUES
with during 2013 – going on to become
their best-selling artist within just a year.

He began to draw as soon as he could hold
a pencil and from as young as four years
old had a keen eye for detail, and would
become obsessed with processes, far
beyond the usual level of fascination in a
child of that age. It is this passion for detail
that has helped shape the career of Leigh
Lambert and made him one of the UK’s

most collectable artists. Today his limited
editions often sell out within weeks and
there are waiting lists in place for those
hoping to acquire original paintings.
4walls looks into the background of the
artist, who describes himself as mostly
self-taught, to understand what inspired
his distinctive work and also talks to
the people at Buckingham Fine Art, the
publishing company that Leigh signed up

Born in 1979 and raised in NewcastleUpon-Tyne, Leigh began drawing from
an early age and his rare eye for detail
in his drawings and paintings, one of the
characteristics that makes his work so
distinctive, quickly became apparent.

According to chairman Ray Loud, Leigh
had been creating something of a stir in the
art world: “His enchanting street scenes of
yesteryear seemed to catch a charm that
the general public fell in love with.” After
initial discussions, Leigh signed with the
publishing company and the rest, as they

In 1996 at the age of 17, he moved with
his family – parents Steve and Susan
and sister Stacey – to Warwickshire
where he focused on the development
of his technique. It was only upon leaving
Newcastle that he really began to
appreciate the nature of his upbringing,
feeling a deep pride for and connection
to the place where he, his parents and
grandparents had grown up.
Taking inspiration from his childhood,
Leigh’s pieces have a strong sense of
nostalgia, evoking fond memories of a
youth that many can relate to. The streets
we see in his works are the streets of his
childhood, depicted in a quirky and often
humorous way. He is an accomplished
artist across a range of media, most
commonly working in oils on board. His
use of colour is minimal, simply applying
splashes only to the figures that play amidst
the otherwise monochromatic landscapes,
capturing the joy and vitality of youth.
It was in 2013 that Leigh came to the
attention of Buckingham Fine Art.

say, is history. His one-man exhibitions
have been an outstanding success and the
queues of collectors waiting to speak to
him at each event are testament to his
popularity.
In a recent collaboration, Leigh has been
working with Buckingham Fine Art to
produce a signed, limited edition hardback
book showcasing some of his outstanding
artwork. With the title ‘Those Were the
Days’, the A4 bound book brings together
a collection of his work over 100 pages.

A N OV E RV I E W B Y R AY LO U D, C H A I R M A N ,
B U C K I N G H A M F I N E A R T P U B L I S H E R S LT D .
In mid 2013 our attention was drawn to
an artist from Newcastle who seemed
to be creating a stir in the art world. His
enchanting street scenes of yesteryear
seemed to catch a charm that the general
public fell in love with. After initial
discussions Leigh Lambert signed with us
and the rest as they say, is history. Within a
year he became our best-selling artist with
sell-outs on virtually all his editions.
In an attempt to ‘spread the Gospel’ we
organised exhibitions across the country

at our leading dealers but Leigh is not the
most prolific of artists. His painstaking
attention to detail created a scarcity of
work and we faced an ever-increasing
waiting list for his pieces. We reluctantly
closed the book on commissions in order
that he could concentrate on his day to day
work. So detailed are they that we actually
counted up the tiles, cobbles and bricks
on his ‘When the Day Was Done’ original
and were astounded when we exceeded
the 20,000 mark. His one-man exhibitions

have been an outstanding success and
the queues of collectors waiting to speak
to him at each event are testament to
his popularity. Despite this acclaim, as
publishers, we have deliberately kept
his editions to low numbers and haven’t
increased the standard edition sizes since
he joined us in 2013. This has retained a
scarcity of work and kept his popularity
intact. In 2015 we introduced a deluxe
edition on some major works of just 35
pieces. These are larger canvases that have
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Leigh is almost as passionate about the
team at Buckingham as he is his art:
“They are a fantastic team and it’s a
brilliant experience to work with them.
There’s a real family feel to how they
operate and I know I can trust them
completely.”
4walls wanted to find out what it’s
like working with this talented artist,
and asked Ray Loud for the secret to
the great working relationship that he
enjoys with Leigh. “It’s personal – we
have a great relationship not only with
him but his Mum and Dad too. The
whole family was involved in the making
of the book.
“In terms of my favourite piece of
Leigh’s work, I am a huge fan of
everything but the piece on the cover
of the book says a lot about what his
work is all about. It’s called, ‘When
the Day Was Done’. If you look at the
scene, it says everything about life
and the upbringing of working class
kids in the 60s. Also, when I first saw
it I couldn’t help but wonder how
many bricks, cobbles and slates he
must have painted to finish it. So, I
got counting and to my amazement
discovered there were over 20,000!”
During his most recent project,
Leigh has been working closely with
the sales and creative directors, Ian
Waldron and Edward Waite and when
4walls asked Ian about the typical
buyer of Leigh’s work, he quickly
summed it up: “The beauty of Leigh’s
work is the fact that it touches a

broad spectrum of people. It invokes
childhood memories in all of us!”
Some of Leigh’s work has been framed
in Arqadia’s new Carbon moulding.
“The pairing of his work with this
new moulding is reflective of how
everything about Leigh in some way has
a connection to his past,” says Edward.
“The Carbon moulding has something
of an industrial feel to it; it has a link
to traditional manufacturing, to coal
mines and steel-making. Leigh totally
understands the importance of getting
the framing aspect just right to ensure
it really complements his work.”
4walls put a few questions to the artist
himself and on his favourite artists
he had no hesitation in answering Jeff
Rowland and L.S. Lowry. His advice
to anyone starting out: “Follow your
heart. Anything is achievable if you
have a passion for something and work
hard at it.”
While his passion is still for painting,
he says that sometime in the future he
would like to turn his creative hands to
sculpture. Watch this space!
Leigh’s book, Those Were the Days,
is out now and available to purchase.
Arqadia has been very lucky to get
hold of a copy which one of our lucky
readers will be able to win shortly
– keep an eye on Arqadia’s social
channels for further details.
Bucksfineart.com

been hand embellished and have proved as
popular as ever with collectors.
Leigh takes a keen interest in the history and
memorabilia of the days when kids could
be kids. The days of soap boxes, bogies
(trolleys), chopper bikes, football and cricket
being played in the street are a distant
memory for many. Those of a certain age will
remember these days well and the names and
games that went with the carefree upbringing
prior to the digital age. ‘Knock Down
Ginger’ or ‘Knocky Nine Doors’ as it was

known in Tyneside, got one into desperate
trouble if caught. There was hopscotch,
swapping cigarette cards, skipping in groups
and endless summer conker matches. Great
creative efforts were made to create a guy
for firework night. A penny for the guy
really meant a penny. One two hundred and
a fortieth of a pound that would buy four
sweets no less. Those were the days! And
yet, as poor as we were, they truly were!
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VIEWS FROM
A R O U N D T H E TA B L E
The team at Arqadia were very excited to sponsor
the Fine Art Trade Guild’s first Round Table discussion,
held in February at the Guild’s offices in South West London.
Arqadia managing director Jonathan Burrage came up with
the idea, as he was keen to really understand the thinking
and perspective from a cross section of framers.
Louise Hay and Lynn Jones attended
from the Guild, along with Jonathan (Burrage)
and Pauline Hutchinson from Arqadia.
Some are new to the industry. Some have
decades of experience. Some are Guild
members. Some are not. There was both
likeminded thinking and a diversity of views
from the collective. All of which was most
gratefully received.
The opportunities and challenges of
operating in a digital world were top of
the agenda.

still like a phone call but many prefer
email, text or messaging via social media.
The breadth and range of support for
social media was also vast. However, there
are still non-believers when it comes to
social media being part of the marketing
mix: “I get all my work via personal
recommendation i.e. word of mouth.”

The internet allows consumers to be
inspired by the global art scene – work
can be showcased with just a few clicks.

On the downside, the digital world brings
security worries – much has been written
about the rise of cybercrime in terms of
fraud and theft. And while the internet
can whet appetites in terms of the overall
look of a piece of artwork, that same
piece can look very different on different
devices. It can be hard to judge colour, size
and scale and certainly it can be difficult
to comprehend quality and texture,
which in turn can make it challenging to
communicate the intrinsic value and the
accompanying high price tag.

Digital communications speed everything
up for the better, as well as allowing
framers to be very personal in their
approach. Both in terms of content, and
also in terms of format. Some customers

The views on the significance of online art
were polarised with some people believing
it will only grow and others thinking it will
never catch on with customers always
wanting to see the work in person.

On the upside, the potential for digital
printing on demand is vast. With the
chance to really add value with premium
inks and premium paper.
Stock levels can be kept much lower
which means less of a need for storage
space, and with less skip space needed for
unpopular stock!

THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE
ATTENDED FROM THE TRADE:
Ian Kenny – who owns his own business
and is also Master of the Guild
Jo Palmer – The Framing Lot
Graham Perryman – Dragonfly Framing
Jonathan Birch – Dovetail Framing
Steve Sutherland – Focussed Framing
Andy Goodall – Blackwater Galleries
Ian Lettice – Zinc White
Emilie Obuabang and Andrew
Goodman – Frame Set and Match
Jon Price – Handmade Picture Framing
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F E E D B AC K
F RO M T H E DAY
“Interesting and informative for everyone who attended!
I certainly learned a lot too! It’s great to get feedback
from members and non-members alike. From the many
discussions we had both during and after the ‘official talk
time’, we realise there are things we can work on quickly,
ideas which may be longer term, and ideas which might
not be practical for the moment. However, at this kind of
open forum, it’s only right that nothing stays off the table.
“We are passionate about what we do, and it’s by listening
and taking considered action that we can drive the Guild
and what it stands for, forward. Those of you who have
been Guild members for a long time will have noticed
changes over the past few years, and those changes will
continue. Returning members are telling us they like what
they see, so the Guild will not stop listening and evolving”.

Ian Kenny – Master of the Guild
“It was fantastic to hear the views and opinions of a wide
range of experienced and also up-and-coming members
of the framing community. I’m sure that everyone who
attended came away with a great deal. I was impressed not
only by the diligence and commitment shown by Fine Art
Trade Guild committee members but also by Arqadia’s
dedication to the long term good of the industry.”

Jon Price – Handmade Picture Framing
FINALLY, ARQADIA’S MD JONATHAN
BURRAGE’S POSTSCRIPT WAS:

SHARED IDE AS
“If customers buy art online, offer to have it
delivered to your premises, with the framing
then done as part of the ‘collection process’.”
“Shine a torch on glass to show its UV rating.”
“Be creative with your shop windows then
promote them online. Customers love to link
the virtual and the physical image.”
“Have a board of inspiration with images from
design magazines.” A physical Pinterest board!
“Create your own trends.” Some more high-brow
than others, maybe. One suggestion involved
“50 shades of grey!”

“A really great day. I would say we had a robust
debate on a number of key issues affecting our
industry with a shared view of the need for
collaboration and for our trade body to lead from
the front. We are committed to support the Guild
in as many ways as we can.”

Having had such a fantastic reception
to this first event, we are hoping to
hold many more such sessions with
the next round table planned for
3rd September in Dublin.
Watch this space and drop
Pauline Hutchinson an email at
pauline.hutchinson@arqadia.co.uk
if you would like to get involved.
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NEW

RANGES

At Arqadia, we are dedicated to providing a fantastic range of industry
leading designs and quality mouldings. As part of this ongoing commitment,
we are launching three new product collections to suit a range of modern
and classic interiors.

TOUCHOXIDE COLLECTION
With modern trends moving into more perfectly imperfect décor, the rustic colour of this brand
new collection will be a style sensation with all types of artwork. The range was developed
alongside TouchStone following the interior design trend for stone walls and concrete touches.
TouchOxide is produced as part of an intricate three layer lamination process – firstly the rich
colour, next the beautiful dappled effect and the third is the glorious texture. The three elements
together give the look of rustic metal in a bold and confident alternative colour. There are eight
profiles to choose from to complement any wall space.

LUNA COLLECTION
by LARSON JUHL
Made from lustrous ayous wood,
known for its versatility and easy
mould nature, our new Luna
collection has a delicate foil finish
inspired by the lunar landscape.
Luna uses undulating surfaces
that play with natural light to
create a modern, luminescent
collection.
Luna’s three finishes in silver,
gold and bronze feature rich
melted metal tones with wood
furniture finish accents –
reminiscent of the golden age of
space exploration. Luna features
three profiles to choose from in
25mm, 32mm and 51mm wide.

TOUCHSTONE COLLECTION
The new TouchStone collection takes its inspiration from the trend
for internal concrete furnishings, delivering a subtle urban style to
whatever artwork it takes on. With its modern look and feel, the three
elements that make this range particularly special are its grey colour
selections, texture and distinctive dappled effect.
The collection is available in eight profiles, of which two feature a
floating element for true wall space distinction, making it the perfect
frame for customers who aspire for interior difference.
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S T U F FED
C U R L E W
WENSLEYDALE
G A L L E R I E S
Working in the framing industry has its challenges
– handling delicate artwork and prints, dealing with
customer demands and meeting tight commercial
deadlines. Having run his successful business for 14
years, Andy at the Wensleydale Galleries thought he
had faced every challenge there was. However, that all
changed when a new customer approached him with an
old stuffed curlew in a taped together box.
The stuffed curlew was still intact and believed to have
been preserved for anywhere up to 100 years already, but
its surroundings were in need of some dire TLC after being
purchased at an auction.
Andy and the customer both acknowledged that this wasn’t
amongst the most commonly requested projects the gallery
had ever received. In between large exhibitions, dealing with
the public and working with photographers, encasing a stuffed
curlew wasn’t something any customer had asked for before.
That said, Andy knew straight away that he had the materials and
knowledge to awaken the beauty in the piece once again, having
previously framed items such as bats and balls in the past.
Working with an artist, Andy created a living environment of
resin for water and professional modellers scenic materials for

greenery. Using all Arqadia moulding, namely Barefaced Oak,
the case was then created, utilising the existing glass from the
old case and sitting on a stepped moulding for support.
On completion of the project, the customer was delighted
with the results and has since commissioned another piece –
encasing a model of a Vulcan bomber.
Speaking about the work and offering advice to other framers,
Andy said: “It was a real joy to do something different. I was
confident I could deliver the project, knowing I could ask
for help from artist contacts, the Guild and Arqadia where
necessary.
“My advice to anyone attempting something new would be
to make sure to do your research! Always take extra care as
monetary and sentimental values are of equal importance.
“Most of all, be confident and have fun – find the balance
between knowing what you’re doing and leaving room to
learn.”
Wensleydale Galleries is an art and framing business based in
Leyburn, North Yorkshire. For more information, please visit
Wensleydalegalleries.co.uk
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F I R S T

S H O E S

The task for this project was to frame two pairs of first shoes, for Archie and Matilda.
By Davild Wilkie GCF
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When mounting objects, I often cut the mounting board
oversize, usually by 50 – 100mm. This means you do not
have to worry about precisely positioning objects, especially
when stitching, as objects can settle a little after fixing
down. Once items are located and set in place the board
can be trimmed to size using the top mount or frame for
guidance. This also allows for optimum positioning within
the mount, which is very useful when multiple objects are
involved and you want a balanced composition.
To mount the shoes to conservation standard each shoe was
held in place with two stitches. The needle and thread passed
up through the board, then picking up on existing stitching holes
and seam on the side of the shoe, then down through the board
and tied off on the back (Pictures 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6).
The double mount was cut next, with bottom mounts matching
the colour of the shoes. I also included rounded corners in the
windows to soften the overall effect (Picture 7).
Letters and numbers were cut using a Gunnar F1 Hybrid CMC
for the name and date of birth details on the mount (Pictures 8
& 9). These were then attached using adhesive to the top mount.
The shoes are around 65mm high so a box frame was needed.
I used a wide flat moulding and cut it turned up through 90
degrees so the rebate was facing upwards (Pictures 10 & 11).

The frame was pinned at the bottom and clamped around the
top while the glue dried. A top frame, one blue and one red,
both from the Confetti range, were cut to fit into the rebate of
the box frame (Picture 12).
The top frame filled the rebate in the box frame, I also needed
to cover the spacers that would line the inside of the box frame,
so an additional narrow mount was cut, 15mm wide, this time
with regular square corners (Picture 13). The same mountboard
was used as the top mount on the earlier double mount. The
glass and top mount were held in place with a 6mm square fillet
mitred and stapled into the top frame (Picture 14). A silicon
adhesive was used to bond the top and box frames together
(Picture 15). This needs to be left for 24 hours to allow the
adhesive to cure before assembly. Gases are given off during the
drying process and may coat any objects if enclosed in the frame
before fully cured.
As the framing was so deep, I used Clarity waterwhite antireflective glass which also has a UV filter for added protection.
I wanted to position the double mount half way down the box
frame, allowing the shoes to rise above the mount, so I needed
spacers above and below to support it in position. These were
made from 5mm foamcore cut into strips, 30mm and 35mm
wide, and lined with mountboard (Picture 16). The top and
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Picture 13

Picture 14

Picture 15

Picture 16

Picture 17

Picture 18

Picture 19

Picture 20

Picture 22

bottom spacers were cut to the full width of the frame and
supported by the vertical spacers, which were cut to size after
fitting the top and bottom spacers (Pictures 17 & 18). A small
pea sized bead of adhesive was used to prevent the spacers
moving, especially during assembly. This also means they can be
easily removed should the need arise.
Finally, it was a case of completing the assembly with backing
board, cord and bumpers (Pictures 19, 20, 21 & 22).
David Wilkie GCF.

Picture 21

MATERIALS
Moulding:

Mountboard:

318000167 Flat black

8661 Avillon White

303737127 Flat cream

8687 Sapphire Blue

130640000 Flat dark blue Confetti 130

8069 Light Grey

130638000 Flat maroon Confetti 130

8078 Burgundy

Glass:

5mm Foamboard

Clarity AR-70 anti reflective glass.
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When he was asked to frame a
sports top and medal for a local
junior curler back in 2012, framer
and gallery owner, Ian Kenny,
had no way of knowing that the
young man who came to collect
the framed piece – Kyle Waddle
– would eventually become part
of Great Britain’s Men’s Curling
Team, who narrowly missed
out on a semi-finals place at the
Pyeongchang Winter Olympics.

C U R L I N G

It was during that chance
encounter at his framing gallery
in Hamilton that Kyle asked
Ian if he would be interested in
sponsoring the team. Although
not overly familiar with curling,
Ian was struck by the passion
and obvious commitment that
Kyle and his team showed for
their sport – they had just won
the Scottish Junior Curling
Championships. After a few
conversations, the sponsorship

I N S P I R I N G

S P O N S O R S H I P

agreement was drawn up and Ian
Kenny Framing has been Team
Smith’s main sponsor ever since.
A framer for more than 40 years
and current Master of the Fine
Art Trade Guild, Ian knows
what it is like to be passionate
about something, and he and his
colleagues are extremely proud
to have supported Team Smith
in their journey to Olympic
qualification.

D E S I G N

F RO M

Commented Ian: “I am not really
into sport myself but having given
the sponsorship opportunity
some thought I realised what
an expense it must be to put a
youngster through all the training
required. We are delighted to
continue to help them with the
cost of kits, and funding towards
travel and accommodation. They
are a team of highly committed,
hard-working individuals who
deserve every success.”

D U B A I

The interior design market is really important to Arqadia, so the team was really pleased to see that customer Louise Duggan,
managing director of Ophelia Art in Dubai, chose some beautiful Arqadia mouldings for a recent luxury hotel project.
We were delighted to work on the
contract to supply the artwork
package for the luxury Palazzo
Versace hotel, here in Dubai.
It was the transformation of the space
that was the most inspiring thing about
it. When we started working on the
project when it was a dusty building site,
we had to duck under scaffolding and
had to rely on our ability to visualise the
hotel from the shell and core.

We watched the whole hotel taking shape.
We slowly saw all the beautiful finishes
go in such as the mosaic floor, thick pile
carpets and light fittings finished off by
the artwork we supplied, beautifully
framed using Arqadia mouldings in rich
golden hues, complementing the overall
luxurious space.
The artwork images came from the
Versace archive, so it was amazing to be
able to look through them, print them
and work with them.

For such a busy space the hotel has
a surprisingly calm feel to it. It is
glamourous but serene.
I feel inspired when I’m in the space,
inspired by how beautifully put together
the whole space is and also by how lucky
I was to be involved.
By Louise Duggan, managing director,
Ophelia Art Consultancy
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It is home
to the tallest
skyscraper, the
largest shopping mall
and the longest driverless
metro system in the world
and now Dubai has added another
superlative to the list – the world’s
largest picture frame, which was
officially opened in the UAE at the
beginning of the year.

WO R L D ’ S
L A RG E ST
P I C T U R E
F R A M E

Rising 150 metres above Zabeel Park,
encrusted with swirling golden motifs that
glisten in the desert sunshine, the Dubai
Frame, as it is known, is the latest in the
city’s eye-catching megaprojects, offering up
panoramic views of the skyline while framing
views of iconic buildings such as the Burj Khalifa
for visitors and residents all across the city.
Nearly a decade after it was first proposed, and
for 50 dirhams (£10), visitors are treated to an
immersive exhibition of the emirate’s history,
before taking an elevator to a 93-metre long
viewing gallery at the top of the frame, where they
can walk along a glass-floored walkway and enjoy
full-height views out to the old city of Deira to the
north and the teetering towers of Sheikh Zayed Road
to the south.
A neon-lit ‘vortex’ tunnel then transports visitors to
an interactive exhibition on the future of Dubai, with
augmented reality displays offering glimpses of the UAE
50 years from now.
The Frame is one of the more surreal silhouettes to
have appeared on the city’s busy skyline in recent years,
standing as a slender hollow rectangle visible for miles
around, as an outline awaiting its content.
It has already become a popular backdrop for selfies,
providing a glitzy #nofilter border to countless couples’
romantic poses in Zabeel Park.
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B O N D AT B L E T C H L E Y
PA R K : I L L U S T R AT I O N S
A N D I N S P I R AT I O N S
ARQADIA IS VERY EXCITED TO BE INVOLVED
IN A FANTASTIC AND UNIQUE EXHIBITION
PROJECT WHICH WILL SEE THE LITERARY
WORLD OF JAMES BOND COLLIDE WITH
CONTEMPORARY ART.
‘Bond at Bletchley Park: Illustrations and Inspirations’, in
association with Ian Fleming Publications, is a celebration of some
of the most iconic scenes from Ian Fleming’s original James Bond
series, as well as the two most recent 007 novels written by
celebrated author Anthony Horowitz.
Over a dozen newly commissioned artworks are being created for
the project by a specially selected roster of emerging and mid-career
artists from the UK and beyond. The pieces, each inspired by a
different scene from a James Bond novel, will be brought together
for a group exhibition at Bletchley Park, opening next month (May
2018). The exhibition will be opened by Anthony Horowitz and is
timed to coincide with the release of his second official Bond novel
– ‘Forever and a Day’ – the follow-on to the critically acclaimed
‘Trigger Mortis’ and prequel to the first ever James Bond novel,
Casino Royale. The new novel will be published on 31st May.
Arqadia is delighted to have the opportunity to supply the frames
for the commissioned artworks and is working closely with each
of the artists to ensure that the final style and finish of the frame
perfectly complements their individual piece of work.

The exhibition will run from May to October 2018 and will
conclude with a sale of the commissioned artwork and Bondthemed experiences in London, at a thrilling auction that will
be staged by Farnon and Lake, who guarantee to bring life and
excitement to the event. A selection of limited edition prints
based on project artwork will also be released. The proceeds of
the sale will go to three charities chosen by Anthony Horowitz
and fellow writers Charlie Higson and Steve Cole, the authors of
the ‘Young Bond’ series of novels. One of the nominated charities
is Kidscape, whose vision is for all children to grow up in a world
free from bullying and harm, with adults who keep them safe
and help them to reach their full potential. The second charity,
Beanstalk, recruits, trains and supports volunteers to provide
one-to-one literacy support to children who have fallen behind
with their reading. The third charity is the Reading Agency, a
charity that aims to inspire more young people to read.
The artists participating in the project include Threadneedle Prize
finalist painter David Storey, whose artwork is inspired by a scene
from Trigger Mortis – when Bond discovers Pussy Galore being
painted gold at The Devil’s Own. Czech artist Tomas Tichy and
the Australian painter Marc Freeman are also submitting pieces,
and scenes from some of the Fleming Originals are anticipated,
including Goldfinger, Moonraker and The Spy Who Loved Me.
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The setting for the exhibition, Bletchley Park, is famous for
being the home of the World War Two code breakers who
cracked the Enigma machine, as featured in movies such as ‘The
Imitation Game’ and ‘Enigma’. It is also known that Ian Fleming
visited Bletchley Park during the war in his role as assistant to the
director of Naval Intelligence.
‘Bond at Bletchley Park’ is an Eazl project in association with Ian
Fleming Publications. Eazl CIC is a creative social enterprise that
organises projects, exhibitions and events focused on art and music.
Richard Unwin, creative director of Eazl, commented: “We’re
thrilled that Arqadia is providing the frames for this exciting
project. The frames have a huge impact on the way the artwork
is displayed and the visual effect of the exhibition – they really are
essential to what we do.”
The pieces will be framed by Menor, a photographic and fine art
specialist that has worked with Eazl since the company was
established. Menor’s expertise and generosity guarantee
the visual quality of art projects delivered by Eazl.
Other recent Eazl projects have included ART IN A
CORNER, a UK-wide touring exhibition endorsed by Sir
Paul McCartney and inspired by the only painting ever
made by The Beatles, featuring original artwork by the
likes of Elvis Costello, Brian Wilson and The Libertines.

Ian Fleming Publications Ltd looks after the literary James Bond
brand, keeping it alive through the publication of new stories by
authors such as Anthony Horowitz, William Boyd, Jeffrey Deaver,
Sebastian Faulks, Steve Cole and Charlie Higson.
It promises to be a thrilling five months in the lead up to the final
sale. 4walls understands Anthony Horowitz, Charlie Higson and
Steve Cole and other celebrity guests will be attending some of
the high profile events planned to promote the book launch, so
there is a great deal of national and international interest expected
in this whole project.
Entry to the exhibition will be included as part of the general
admission to Bletchley Park.
Eazl.co.uk
Bletchleypark.org.uk
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E. L. NORMAN
PHOTOGRAPHY
TH

ANN

I V E R S A RY

HE HAD A KEEN INTEREST IN ART
AND PHOTOGRAPHY AS A CHILD
AND WANTED TO GO TO ART
SCHOOL. HOWEVER, AS ONE OF SIX
CHILDREN, EDWARD LEE NORMAN’S
PARENTS COULDN’T AFFORD THE FEES
AND HE WAS SENT OUT TO WORK FOR
A LOCAL MECHANIC AT THE AGE OF 14.

Over the next
nine years, with
his sights set
firmly on a future
in photography,
Edward worked
hard to save
every penny he
could until he had
enough money
to invest in an expensive Leica camera.
With the help of his father he built his
own photographic enlarger in the front
room and created a dark room upstairs.
They then started their own negative
process and developing business for
the local community, undertaking a
lot of commercial developing for local
companies, including Enderley Mills,
manufacturer of uniforms for the
military war effort.
In 1958, some years after his father had
passed and with the encouragement
of his wife, Edward fulfilled a long held
ambition and took out a lease on a
property on Newcastle-under-Lyme’s
high street and started his own business
E. L. Norman Photography.
Roll on 60 years and the family-run
photography business continues to

thrive and remains an important part
of the local community. It is thought
to be one of the largest family-run
photography studios in the UK today.
Specialising in portrait and wedding
photography in the early years, Edward
soon realised the potential to expand
the business from purely taking the
pictures, to offer a framing service
to help customers create bespoke,
beautifully framed pieces of art. This
took him on a journey to Blackpool
in 1962 where he purchased his first
Morso Mitring Machine, which at £80
was a significant investment to make at
the time, but one which enabled him
to create a new aspect to the business
that would set E.L. Norman apart and
encourage a wider range of customers.
Having been brought up with
photography at the heart of family life,
it was little surprise that Edward’s two
sons, Roger and Edward Junior, would
follow him into the family business and
they joined as soon as they left school
at the age of 16 – Roger in 1978 and
Edward in 1983. When their father
passed away in 1998, the brothers
took over the ownership and running
of the business.
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They each have their own area of
specialism, with Roger responsible for
the photography side of the business and
Edward heading up the printing element.
Award-winning framer, David Prince,
joined the team in 1999 and handles all
the framing work. David has won the
International Picture Business Framing
Award twice, in 2007 and 2008.
Having helped out at his first wedding
shoot aged just 13, Lee Birkin, grandson
of the founder and nephew of the
brothers now in charge, came into the
business straight from university nine
years ago and is enjoying a full time role
handling all the editing and design aspects.
All the family have worked within the
business at some stage, including all eight
of Edward Lee’s grandchildren.
The business has seen a lot of changes
over the years, most notably the
expensive transition from black and white
to colour film and processing, as well
as the more challenging move to digital.
Customer expectations and demands
too have changed with the advance in
technology. Whereas in the 1950s the
bride and groom were content with the
12 shots that were on a roll, today’s

couples want thousands of images to
capture their happy occasion.
Comments Edward Norman: “Over
a 60 year period we have achieved a
high reputation from the thousands of
customers we have worked with. We
have lots of regular clients who have
been coming to us for years for one
service or another. We have a lovely 80
year old customer who is a very keen
photographer and regularly visits to have
his photographs printed and framed.
Only the other day a gentleman came in
to get a passport photograph done and
remarked that we had done his wedding
photography in 1960.”
Today, E. L. Norman offers a range of
services beyond portraits and wedding
photography. With an award-winning,
in-house framing department, they can
create frames to suit any requirement,
from traditional wooden mouldings
to the latest contemporary
designer finishes.
Adds Edward: “We have built up an
excellent relationship with Arqadia who
supply our frames. We may even be one
of their oldest customers. “With a vast

selection to choose from” and with new
additions constantly being added, there
is no shortage of ideas and solutions for
our customers. Some new customers will
come with no idea where to start in the
process; others may arrive with a cushion
or a piece of wallpaper or another
framed picture to match. No request is
the same and each one is handled with
the same personal approach to get the
best results.”
In what little spare time there is, the
company is proactively involved with a
number of charities, donating some of
their products and services and helping
to raise tens of thousands of pounds for
local causes.

elnorman.co.uk
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SELLING PREMIUM GLAZING
by Jared Davis, MCPF, GCF

THE FIRST THING WE WANT TO SEE WHEN VIEWING A FRAMED PICTURE
IS THE IMAGE. UNFORTUNATELY, FAR TOO OFTEN THE FIRST THING
WE ACTUALLY SEE IS THE GLASS – WE NOTICE THE REFLECTION.
Almost every picture we frame requires
some form of glazing, because glazing
performs the vital function of protecting
the artwork within.

for the design and protection of their
art, but it also offers you the possibility
of an increased sale amount and a larger
potential for profit.

As a result, glass is generally the highest
volume commodity for picture framers,
so being able to tap into the value of this
volume could offer a great opportunity
for increasing your business bottom line
without needing to work any harder.

When a customer enters a framing shop
they don’t just come to buy picture
frames. They are also buying your advice
and expertise. They rely on their framer
to offer them the right materials that will
not only enhance, but also protect their
framed artwork or treasured memory.

A

matter of years ago, there was
only a limited choice in glazing
options for use in picture framing.
But thanks to improvements in technology
from industry leading companies like
Tru Vue®, things have certainly changed.
Premium glazing options have come a
long way from the basic non-glare frosted
glass, to a much wider variety of speciality
glazing products featuring benefits such
as 99% conservation grade UV filtering
and amazing anti-reflective coatings in
products such as Museum Glass® and
Optium® Museum Acrylic.
The process of consulting with a
custom framing client is all about
choice. Customers love having a
choice, and find it appealing to be
able to completely customise their
artwork. Typical custom framing
design consultations usually start with
selecting mountboards and then move
into frame selection. But does it stop
there? What happens when it comes to
the glazing? Do you continue offering your
customer a selection of different options
to choose from, or are you perhaps in a
habit of making that choice for them?
Introducing the additional step of choosing
between the different glazing options
available as part of your consultation
process, is a vital key. It not only offers
your customer a possibly better solution

Research conducted by Tru Vue® has
revealed that customers will follow
up to 85% of their custom framer’s
recommendations. So if you present an
option to a client, there’s a high chance
they’ll consider taking it.

PRICE SENSITIVITY?

we should avoid projecting our own
reservation that something is too
expensive, rather than letting our
customers decide for themselves. We
must always be mindful that our own
beliefs are not necessarily the thoughts of
our customers. Just let them decide.
We’ll discuss strategies for pricing
premium glazing in a moment – but let’s
consider the selling process first.

THE SELLING PROCESS
Allow me to break this into the
following simple steps:

The first step to selling premium glazing is
by simply asking your customers during the
consulting process: “So now let’s consider
the glazing, and see what type of glass
would be best suited for your framed art?”

There seems to be initial concern by some
framers about the price of premium glazing
options when compared to standard glass.
However, we need to keep in mind that
customers are not always as price sensitive
as we may sometimes think.

Next, you need to have something to
show them. Just like mountboards and
mouldings, this part of the process should
also be touchy and tactile with physical
samples. At this stage you can use a
framed counter display such as a Tru Vue®
Museum Glass® shadowbox display,
a framed wall display such as a ‘with
IN MOST CASES, CUSTOM FRAMING IS
and without’ example, or even some
AN EMOTIONAL PURCHASE – SO BEING
sample pieces to hold over the art
A PRODUCT THAT CONSUMERS ‘WANT’
like a specifier.
RATHER THAN ‘NEED’ – IT DOESN’T SUFFER
FROM BEING A RESENTFUL PURCHASE,
Review their choices with them,
BUT RATHER A PLEASURABLE AND
explaining the relevant features and
ENJOYABLE PURCHASE.
benefits, and make a recommendation
Most consumers don’t mind paying a little
more for something, if they can understand
the benefits. With glazing options such
as Museum Glass® and UltraVue® UV70,
which feature anti-reflective coatings, the
difference can be seen immediately – and
thus the extra cost can then be considered
and justified by the customer.
We also have to keep in mind that

on the glazing option you genuinely
feel is best for their needs, regardless of
any price reservations.
Once this customer agrees or indicates
their preferred option, reinforce their
decision in order to make them feel good
and remove any uncertainty or doubts.
You can use responses such as: “I think
you’ve made the right choice for this,
Museum Glass® will make it look amazing:”
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Or: “I agree, that’s definitely the best
choice, as this will provide the best possible
protection for your memory.”
Finally, you want to present the price
to your customer, but don’t separate or
itemise the glass cost. Just quote the overall
price for the framed item.

If

the customer asks for a revised
price or a different glazing option,
once again, just provide the overall
framed price, rather than itemising
any difference.
At the end of the day, it’s their choice.
Compliment them on their decision, and
remember to thank them for choosing you
to frame their artwork as well.

MERCHANDISING IDEAS
FOR SELLING GLASS

Premium glass manufacturers like Tru Vue®
can provide ready framed examples which
you can use to demonstrate the different
options. These are very effective for the
anti-reflective options such as Museum
Glass and UltraVue® UV70.
An effective way to demonstrate the
benefit of UV protection in products like
Conservation Clear ® with 99% UV filtering
is to frame up your own piece of artwork
in a half/half split glass frame. Leave the
frame in a highly exposed sunlit area for
a few weeks and it will start revealing the
difference that UV protection can make
to avoid fading. A newspaper print can be
ideal for this demonstration, as it reacts to
exposure quite rapidly.
Have some framed examples throughout
your store, which feature premium
anti-reflective options such as Museum
Glass® hanging beside an example framed
with traditional glass, it makes for a very
effective side-by-side comparison.
Some framers make a glazing specifier
which they can hold directly over the
customer’s artwork to show the viewing
difference. Although the angle of view
may not always be ideal (anti-reflective
glazing is designed to be optimal when
viewed vertically at eye level), it is still
a very effective and convincing way of
showing clients their glazing options
when used in conjunction with a
side-by-side demonstration.

PRICING PREMIUM
GLAZING

When it comes to pricing – being
competitive and priced correctly is a
sensible approach in business. Being able
to understand and adjust your markups is
key to this. Depending on your point of sale
software or pricing system, you may need a
deeper level of understanding of how your
pricing engine works in order to price your
product effectively. Too expensive, and
customers won’t buy it – but too cheap, and
you won’t make money.
The main trap to be aware of is not to
apply a static percentage (keystone) markup
across your entire range of glass.
I know many of us are not accountants,
so allow me to simplify this with the
following explanation:
The three key elements which determine
your price for the glass component of
a custom framing job are the cost of
the material, the wastage and the time
(or labour) involved.
In order to keep things simple, let’s say it
takes the same amount of time to cut and
clean a piece of regular glass, as it would a
piece of premium glass. Let’s also say that
the wastage remains the same as well. So
in any price difference between these two
glazing products, we’ll assume that costs of
labour and wastage are the same.
So that just leaves us with the cost of glass,
and the markup applied to this.

SCENARIO 1

If your current total markup on a piece of
regular glass, is say 750% – on a £5 full sheet
(lite) of regular glass.
This means you would effectively retail
that full sheet of glass in a frame for
£37.50. This would give you a gross profit
of £32.50 per sheet.
Now let’s say you apply the same 750%
markup on a £50 sheet of premium glass.
This means your price for this would jump
up to £375! Will your customer be able to
justify this? Keeping in mind it only costs
you £50.
So, given the big difference in cost price
for your different options in glass, a better
strategy will need to be applied to your %
markup so you can not only make a great
profit, but also successfully sell it regularly
as well.

SCENARIO 2

So, if you used a more conservative 200%
markup (rather than 750%) on a £50 piece
of glass, the retail price would then be £150
– and provide a gross profit of £100. This
is nearly four times more than you would
normally make on a standard piece of glass,
but also provides a more digestible price
differential to your customer.
It’s up to you to decide how much extra profit
you’re happy making, but as you can see, the
secret to successful pricing for premium
glazing is all in controlling your markup.

CONCLUSION

Take a moment to consider if you could convert even 20% of all your current
glass sales, into a premium glass option? What could this do to your bottom
line? What’s even better about achieving this is that you’re effectively making
more money, without working any longer, and without an extra customer
walking through the door!
Furthermore, you’ll also have higher customer satisfaction because they are
buying an enhanced quality product, which can also offer better protection
for their art.
Discard your doubts, the potential opportunity this represents is so great that
you have to consider at least trying it. Keep in mind you’ve got nothing to lose.
Join hundreds of other framing businesses who have discovered the value of
premium glazing and give it a try, before you know it you’ll be making more
money selling glass – and better off because of it!
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ASK THE

E X P E RTS

CROSS-STITCH
FRAMING QUERY
Question:
I work for a picture framer but I’m not happy with
most of my boss’s methods. He insists on stretching
cross-stitch over a 2mm ‘display board’, which is
meant to be acid free but is like a cardboard with a
white face on both sides. He holds the fabric in place
using 3M AGT double-sided tape on the front face
and then masking tape on the back. He also places
the cross-stitch straight up against the glass.
My research suggests that using stainless steel T-pins
and then lacing the back is a much better method.
Then using spacers to keep the cross-stitch or sampler
away from the glass surface. Is that what you do?

Answer:
You are absolutely correct. Items of cross-stitch
and needlepoint should, whenever possible, be laced
over conservation mountboard. The use of pressure
sensitive tapes is a complete no-no at conservation
level framing and, certainly, the method of support
used by your boss is totally inappropriate.
The embroidery should not touch the glass.
This is standard for the framing of any object be
it embroidery or artwork on paper. As far as
embroidery is concerned, if it touches the glass then
the following is likely to occur:
- crushing of the stitches
- transfer of the image to the glazing
-	the possibility of the formation of mould which
eventually
will destroy the embroidery.
Having a space between the item and the glass helps
prevent the formation of mould and it equalises the
gradient and relative humidity across the face of the
artwork.
In addition, I can assume from your email that UV
coated glass is not used which then could result in the
fading of the embroidery.
By framing embroidery correctly it will result in
returning customers and referrals.
Mal Reynolds GCF (APF) ADV
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THERE HAS BEEN A LOT IN THE MEDIA ABOUT
GDPR. DO I NEED TO WORRY ABOUT IT?
If you are dealing with consumers, you certainly need to be on top of
it! And if you breach the rules after 25th May 2018, you could end up
with a fine from the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) of up
to €20 million or 4% of your turnover, whichever is higher.
But as long as you are compliant, you will be fine. GDPR stands
for General Data Protection Regulation and it is essentially

there to protect consumers’ privacy and to prevent mis-selling and
other inappropriate sales activity.
The ICO offers considerable best practice guidance on their
website ico.org.uk – and it is well worth a read. If you really
do have serious concerns, you should consult a specialist data
protection solicitor for total peace of mind.

Here are a few of the key actions to take:
• M
 ake sure everyone in your business is aware of GDPR. You
may want to make one person responsible for data protection
compliance if you do not already have a team member who
looks after all your customer/employee records.

• D
 ocument all the personal data that you hold, where it came
from and who you share it with.

• M
 ake sure that you have an appropriate privacy notice – have a
look at Arqadia’s policy which is on the website if you are not
sure what a current, fit for purpose policy should cover. See
below.

• M
 ake sure you are accommodating the rights of the individual.
Check that you have a process for deleting personal data,
including if a consumer requests that information is deleted, and
also handling it electronically. Your process also needs to have
appropriate timescales.

• Y
 ou need to understand the lawful reason for holding personal
data – this may seem obvious, that you have sold a person
artwork and you know they want you to keep in touch with
news of events, for example. It still needs thinking through.
• Y
 ou should think about how you seek, record and manage
consent – and ideally write it down. Under GDPR, you need to
get your customers’ permission to contact them unless it is as
part of an established agreement or contract/terms of business.
• T
 his includes sending them promotional material. You need to
get them to opt in to you holding their data and sending them
further marketing material.

• T
 his does not include genuinely following up a sale and providing
after sales service.

• M
 ake sure you have procedures in place to deal with a data
breach e.g. you had a list of consenting customers’ email
addresses on a USB stick, and an employee loses it on the bus
on a journey between two galleries.
• S ome of this may sound daunting, but generally it amounts to
applying common sense and good business practice. Digest the
ICO’s guidelines – they are very informative, and they also have
a helpline which is manned by real people! It is there to help
small businesses. Give them a call on 0303 123 1113.

Luna.
Find the
perfect space.

Introducing Luna, a new range of Larson Juhl
mouldings exclusively from Arqadia.
Luna is a stellar addition to our line-up and
is available to order now.

Ref. 999001050/0418
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